Nn is for nose.

Norbert sleeps the whole day through
And looks for food at night.
His special nose is handy,
Because there is no light.

So Norbert can sniff turnips,
Which grow below the ground,
He has a great schnozzola—
The longest one around.

His nose is so amazing,
That he can always tell
Where he can find the turnips,
From just their turnip smell!
NOSING AROUND

What You'll Need:

- blindfold
- pencil and paper
- orange piece
- celery piece
- peppermint stick
- piece of chocolate bar
- potato chip

1. Put on the blindfold. Make sure you can't see.

2. Have your partner place each of the food pieces on the table.

3. Smell each one. Try to guess what you are smelling.

4. Now taste the pieces of food— one at a time. Try to guess what you are tasting.

5. Take off the blindfold. Were your guesses right?

Your partner can write down your guesses.